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the whole way from Asia to America and the similarity of
human types on both sides of the Pacific make it seem likely
that he did so On the other hand migration to the south
east must have involved some navigation and thus we have
the two great modes of migration—walking and sailing—
determined by the arrangement of the land masses But the
bcattered oceanic islands were a different problem Thev are
not arranged on any such convenient plan and their small
size and wide spacing offer no easy bridges for the migration
of plants and animals Each group stands alone geologically
and biologically like Coleridge s Ancient Manner
Alone   alone   all  all alone
Alone on a wide wide sea
Since our chief aim is to examine the lands of the Pacific
Basin as homes for man something must be said concerning
another important factor of the environment the soil The
chemical composition of the soil its heaviness or lightness
its depth and extent are factors which combine with climate
and topography to fix the areas suitable for agriculture and
in the long run determine broadly both the distribution
of the population and its density What man can do towards
improving reclaiming or irrigating soil is but a tiny part of
what has already been done for him by nature The great
flood plains of the mighty nvers with their alluvial and wind
borne soils made possible the teeming valley populations of
Asia The Indo Gangebc Valley and the basins of the
Yang tse and Hoang Ho show on the grand scale the value
of good soils to man On the American side the fertile
Sacramento and San Joaqum Valleys afford further illustra
tion Every variety of soil is to be found on the continents
of the Pacific Basin and on the continental islands bat the
oceanic islands are limited to two buds The wealfeem!

